FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Sequis Tower in Jakarta, One of Indonesia’s First LEED Platinum Certified Buildings, Wins AIA
International Region Awards for Design and Sustainability
Rethinking sustainable urbanism, the high-performance, mixed-use building provides optimal efficiency
and performance, while prioritizing the pedestrian experience.
New York, New York – November 23, 2020 – Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates (KPF) is pleased to announce
that Sequis Tower, which opened earlier this year, has received two honors from the International Region
component of the American Institute of Architects. The first, a Design Award, recognizes the tower’s highquality, efficient, and human-focused design, while the second, a Sustainability Award, highlights its
strong environmental performance as one of the first LEED Platinum buildings certified in Indonesia.
“The design for Sequis Tower starts with a simple rectilinear form, which we turned into a series of
bundles, and adjusted their heights to create landscaped terraces,” said Robert Whitlock, FAIA, KPF
Design Principal. “We used the Banyan tree as a metaphor for the tower, rising organically as a series of
finely scaled elements.”
The form and massing of the tower stands apart from Jakarta’s conventional all-glass rectilinear office
building. The tower consists of four bundled and deflected “super-tubes,” nested and offset from one
another. This formation not only creates visual interest; it also generates a range of floorplates resulting
in unique office types, and provides greater structural stability in an active seismic zone. At the top of the
tower, the tubes vary in height to form multiple grand sky-gardens overlooking the city, while at the
podium, they extend outward to support larger office floors and increase pedestrian porosity through the
site.
Careful analysis of the context and site constraints as well as the goal to optimize efficiency and
performance drove the larger design strategy of the building. In contrast to the standard planning model
in Jakarta, for which traffic and parking govern pedestrian connectivity, the tower design addresses the
importance of the ground-level pedestrian experience. By pulling on-site traffic circulation below grade
and elevating parking, the design frees up the ground plane for green area and pedestrian movement.
Cantilevered over the pedestrian path at grade, a hovering podium creates a more engaged experience at
the tower’s base and forms an outdoor public room shielded from the intense equatorial sun and seasonal
rain. The roof of the podium also connects to inner public spaces to form an elevated park that expands
the public, urban realm.
“The building envisions a new urban strategy for the district,” said Jeffrey Kenoff, AIA, KPF Design
Principal. “At the ground, the project reunites the currently separated adjacent blocks into a sinuous strip
of pedestrian connectivity. In its massing, the distortion of the four bundled tubes yields not only a
structural significance but also increases programming opportunities throughout the tower, allowing for
large floor plates with public amenities at the base and sky gardens toward the top. The tower wall has a
fin density which uniquely increases as it rises, allowing for views while reducing the solar heat gain.”
Sequis Tower integrates a variety of sustainable design strategies to perform 36% better than the LEED
baseline. High-efficiency building systems, coupled with a gradated array of fins on the tower’s facade,

create an energy efficient tower by minimizing consumption and addressing solar radiation, while locallysourced and recycled materials used in construction reduce the amount of embedded energy in the tower.
“One of the tower’s greatest strengths is its environmental responsiveness, and we’re very pleased that
the building is one of the first LEED Platinum certified projects in Indonesia,” said Peter Gross, AIA, KPF
Managing Principal. “This is reflective of KPF’s commitment to sustainable development throughout the
world.”
The 1.5 million-square foot, 39-story tower is located in Jakarta’s Sudirman central business district, and
is comprised of a variety of programs, including office space and healthcare facilities, as well as streetlevel shopfronts and restaurants.
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